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Course Description

This presentation focuses on the challenges
of meeting 2012 International Energyof meeting 2012 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) requirements in
modern wood frame buildings, as well as
related design considerations Topics willrelated design considerations. Topics will
include the code’s scope, content and
significant changes since the 2009 edition.
Compliance path options will also beCompliance path options will also be
discussed in the context of specific building
systems and features.



Learning Objectives

1. Discuss the scope, purpose and requirements of the 2012
I t ti l E C ti C d (IECC) t id d i iInternational Energy Conservation Code (IECC) to aid designers in
their understanding of minimum efficiency requirements
affecting energy consumption and environmental performance
improvement of buildings.

2. Identify significant changes between the 2009 and 2012 IECC.

3. Consider the various paths of compliance with the IECC when
designing a wood frame building bridging the gap between codedesigning a wood frame building bridging the gap between code
and application.

4. Identify solutions to common design and construction issues
related to energy code requirementsrelated to energy code requirements.

Purpose of the IECC

The IECC is a model code developed by the International Code
Council (ICC), a private, nonprofit organization. ICC is independent( ), p , p g p
of the jurisdictions that are responsible for enacting and enforcing
the building code. Local governments choose to adopt a model
building code as their own because of the time, expense and
expertise required to develop a codeexpertise required to develop a code.

Purpose of the IECC

The IECC is updated on a three year cycle through a consensus
process where any member of the public can submit a code changep y p g
proposal for consideration.
Forty six states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands have adopted the IECC. The exceptions are California,
Oklahoma Minnesota and IndianaOklahoma, Minnesota and Indiana.

Scope of the IECC

The 2012 IECC is split into two sections: a residential section and a
commercial section. Commercial buildings containing residentialg g
occupancies are singled out in Section C402 with more stringent
building envelope requirements than commercial buildings of other
occupancies.

The IECC is written to apply to new construction. Additions,
alterations, renovations and repairs to existing buildings or building
systems are required to conform to the provisions of the IECC as
they relate to new construction without requiring unaltered
portions of the building to comply.



Scope of the IECC
THE LISTED ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING BUILDINGS NEED NOT
COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 2012 IECC. THESE ARE
QUOTED FROM THE EXCEPTIONS TO IECC SECTION C101.4.3.

1. Storm windows installed over existing fenestration.
2 Gl l l i i i h d f2. Glass only replacements in an existing sash and frame.
3. Existing ceiling, wall or floor cavities exposed during construction provided that these cavities are filled

with insulation.
4. Construction where the existing roof, wall or floor cavity is not exposed.
5. Reroofing for roofs where neither the sheathing nor the insulation is exposed. Roofs without insulation in

the cavity and where the sheathing or insulation is exposed during reroofing shall be insulated either
above or below the sheathing.

6. Replacement of existing doors that separate conditioned space from the exterior shall not require the
installation of a vestibule or revolving door, provided, however, that an existing vestibule that separates a
conditioned space from the exterior shall not be removed,

7. Alterations that replace less than 50 percent of the luminaires in a space, provided that such alterations do
not increase the installed interior lighting powernot increase the installed interior lighting power.

8. Alterations that replace only the bulb and ballast within the existing luminaires in a space provided that
the alteration does not

Scope of the IECC

A change in occupancy or use that increases the use of fossil fuels
and the addition of space conditioning to a non conditioned spacep g p
also require full compliance with the IECC, however almost any
change in occupancy or use requires compliance with the lighting
wattage requirements of Section C405.5. Historic buildings, as
defined by C101 4 2 are exempt from compliance with the 2012defined by C101.4.2, are exempt from compliance with the 2012
IECC.

Major areas that the IECC regulates
The building envelope
Lighting systems
Mechanical systems

Space conditioning
Service water heating

Paths of Compliance

When designing a building, architects have multiple paths for
obtaining compliance with the IECC.

Certain sections of the IECC are deemed mandatory
Air leakage in the thermal envelope (C402.4)
S diti i d til ti (C403 2)Space conditioning and ventilation (C403.2)
Service water heating (C404)
Electrical power and lighting systems (five subsections of C405).

Even when designing a building to the performance or above code
path, all mandatory sections of the IECC must still be met.

Th ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA St d d 90 1 2010 (ASHRAE 90 1) th iThe ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1 2010 (ASHRAE 90.1) path is
not required to comply with the mandatory sections of the IECC,
however ASHRAE 90.1 has its own mandatory sections.

Prescriptive Path

The prescriptive path is the simplest and most common path for
small to moderately sized buildings. All components of the buildingy g p g
envelope (C402), building mechanical systems (C403), service water
heating (C404), and electrical power and lighting systems (C405)
must meet the prescribed set of requirements stated in the code on
an individual basis for compliancean individual basis for compliance.

Section Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
C402 – Building
Envelope

C402.1.1 – R value C402.1.2 – U factor
Alternativep

C403 – Building
Mechanical
Systems

C403.3 – Simple Systems C403.3 – Complex
Systems

C404 – Service
Water Heating

Mandatory Provisions

C405 El t i l M d t P i i M d t P i iC405 – Electrical
Power & Lighting

Mandatory Provisions +
Building Area Method

Mandatory Provisions +
Space by Space Method

C406 – Additional
Energy Package

C406.2 – Efficient HVAV
Performance

C406.3 – Efficient
Lighting System

C406.4 – Onsite Supply
of Renewable Energy



Prescriptive Path

Wood framed walls have specific insulation requirements based on
the Climate Zone in which the building is located (Table C402.2).
Two levels of cavity insulation can be chosen depending on the R
value of continuous insulation that is also applied. This choice is
exclusive to wood framed walls. Alternatively, the thermal
resistance of the entire wall assembly can be calculated to comply
with Table C402 1 2with Table C402.1.2.

In addition, one of three efficiency package options (C406) must also
be chosen, which tightens the requirements of the HVAC

f ( ) h li h i ( ) iperformance (C406.2), the lighting system (C406.3) or requires
onsite renewable energy (C406.4).

Though compliance by this path limits certain features that ag p y p
building owner could desire, in many cases, it is more than sufficient
for the average building.

Performance Path

The total building performance path involves designing a building
that, when compared to a comparable building of a standard, p p g
reference design, has energy costs at least 15% lower. This path
allows greater flexibility but requires considerably more effort.

l f l f h h h b h l dCompliance software tools, of which there are both commercial and
free ones, are utilized to generate reports that document the annual
energy costs of the proposed design versus that of the standard
reference design. The tools generate a checklist documenting each
building component characteristic for the proposed and standard
reference design.

Th d t ti f th IECC till i d t b tThe mandatory sections of the IECC are still required to be met.

ASHRAE 90.1 Alternative

ASHRAE 90.1 also provides designers with a prescriptive and a
performance based compliance path. Similar to the IECC, there arep p p ,
sections within ASHRAE 90.1 that provide the designer with options
even when utilizing the prescriptive path. An example is the
building area and space by space methods of determining lighting
densities a choice that exists both in the IECC and in ASHRAE 90 1densities, a choice that exists both in the IECC and in ASHRAE 90.1.

Chapter Option 1 Option 2
5 – Building Envelope 5.5 – Prescriptive Building Envelope 5.5 – Building Envelope Trade off
6 – Heating, Ventilation, and A/C 6.3 – Simplified Approach 6.4 & 6.5 – Mandatory Provisions &

Prescriptive
7 – Service Water Heating Mandatory Provisions & Prescriptive
8 – Power Mandatory Provisions
9 – Lighting 9.5 – Building Area method 9.6 – Space by space method9 Lighting 9.5 Building Area method 9.6 Space by space method

Above Code Programs

Section C102.1.1 permits the code official to deem a national, state
or local energy efficiency program to exceed the energy efficiencygy y p g gy y
requirements of the 2012 IECC.

If this path is chosen and approved by the code official, then the
d ll d l h h d fdesigner is still required to comply with the mandatory section of
the IECC as well as full compliance and accreditation with the
chosen program.



Significant Differences Between Paths

Both the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 allow a performance based
compliance path, and each has mandatory requirements that mustp p , y q
also be met in addition to the computer modeling results.

Above code programs can vary significantly, and it is always up to
h d ff l f l d h h llthe code official of a particular jurisdiction whether or not to allow
the equivalency.

The prescriptive paths of the IECC and ASHRAE 90 1 are similar butThe prescriptive paths of the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 are similar but
not identical, and there may be exceptions to certain requirements
in one that are not found in the other. Designers should check the
requirements in both the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 to see if one of the
t f i t ll b ildi t b b ilt ffi i tlset of requirements allows a building to be built more efficiently or

less expensively than the other.

Significant Differences Between Paths

ASHRAE 90.1 allows a window to wall ratio up to 40% and a 5%
skylight roof area. The 2012 IECC allows 30% and 3% (with certainy g (
exceptions), respectively. The definition of a wall within each code is
also of significant consequence. For the purposes of determining the
percentage of wall that is vertical fenestration, ASHRAE 90.1 uses
both above and below grade walls as the denominator whereasboth above and below grade walls as the denominator, whereas
the 2012 IECC considers only above grade walls. This further limits
the percent of the windowed wall area in buildings designed to the
IECC. On the other hand, ASHRAE 90.1 limits the fenestration area
on the east and west facades by requiring that the south façadeon the east and west facades by requiring that the south façade
have a greater fenestration area than the east or west.

Significant Differences Between Paths
40 ft40 ft

IECC:

Above Grade Wall Area:
22 ft x 40 ft = 880 ft2

5 ft x 4 ftWindow Area:
5 ft x 4 ft x 6 = 120 ft2

Fenestration Area:
120 ft2 / 440 ft2 = 14 %

34 ft

22 ft120 ft / 440 ft 14 %

ASHRAE:

Gross Wall Area:
34 ft x 40 ft = 1360 ft2

Window Area:
5 ft x 4 ft x 6 = 120 ft2

Fenestration Area:
120 ft2 / 440 ft2 9 %

Below Grade

12 ft

120 ft2 / 440 ft2 = 9 %

Significant Differences Between Paths

The 2012 IECC typically requires HVAC system commissioning on
smaller buildings (buildings over 16,000 ft2, assuming 400 ft2 / tong ( g , , g /
of cooling) because of the total building threshold of 480,000 Btu/hr
output for space cooling. ASHRAE 90.1 bases commissioning
requirements on floor area alone, requiring it on buildings over
50 000 ft2 Requirements for economizers and fan motors are more50,000 ft2. Requirements for economizers and fan motors are more
stringent in the IECC than in ASHRAE 90.1.

The prescriptive lighting power limits, however, are more stringent
in Section 9 of ASHRAE 90.1 than in IECC Section 405. Both include
whole building and space by space approaches.

Th 2012 IECC t i ti dditi l ffi i kThe 2012 IECC contains a section on additional efficiency package
options that does not appear in ASHRAE 90.1.



Significant Changes in the 2012 IECC

The intent of the 2012 IECC is to save 15% in energy costs over a building
designed to the 2009 code. Several significant changes in the 2012 edition
h l hi th t l Oth i ifi t h id l i idhelp achieve that goal. Other significant changes provide less rigid
requirements in order to give designers more options.

Opaque thermal envelope requirements, which dictate the thermal
performance of walls, roofs and floors when designing a building to
the IECC prescriptive approach have been tightened Values in Tablethe IECC prescriptive approach, have been tightened. Values in Table
C402.1.2, if utilizing the prescriptive U factor alternative, and Table
C402.2, if utilizing the prescriptive R value insulation and
fenestration criteria, have been made more stringent. In order to
minimize or eliminate the use of continuous insulation, it has now
b i i ll i h 2 6 bbecome a requirement to construct exterior walls with 2x6 members
in order to fit in R 20 cavity insulation.
Prescriptive fenestration requirements have decreased the
maximum area of vertical fenestration (windows) from 40% to 30%
(Section C402 3 1) Buildings in Climate Zones 1 6 are allowed a(Section C402.3.1). Buildings in Climate Zones 1 6 are allowed a
maximum vertical fenestration area of 40% if certain requirements,
including automatic daylighting controls, are met.

Significant Changes in the 2012 IECC

Enclosed spaces greater than 10,000 square feet of certain uses
with ceilings greater than 15 feet must have at least 50% of its
floor area as a daylight zone under skylights when the space is
directly under a roof. The details and exceptions to this new
prescriptive requirement can be read in Section C402.3.2,
Minimum skylight fenestration area.

f l bExcept for in Climate Zones 1 3, a continuous air barrier is now
required around the thermal building envelope (C402.4.1). The
barrier must be appropriately sealed at all seams joints,
penetrations, and recesses. This is a new, mandatory
requirement meaning that it must be complied with whether arequirement, meaning that it must be complied with whether a
designer plans to use the IECC prescriptive or performance
approach.
Section C406, which requires an additional efficiency package
option when designing a building with the prescriptive pathoption when designing a building with the prescriptive path,
and Section C408, which details system commissioning for
building systems, are also new to the 2012 code.

Common Design Considerations

When designing a building, all systems and components are
integrated for occupant comfort, safety, aesthetics, and overallg p , y, ,
energy performance. Each of these features must be designed with
the consideration of the building as a whole, and the tool with
regard to energy performance is a strong understanding of the IECC.

The following discussions deal with specific energy code related
issues that can be encountered during building design.

Building Envelope Tradeoff

The prescriptive requirements for the building thermal envelope are
dependent upon the Climate Zone in which the building is located.p p g
Tables C402.1.2, C402.2 and C402.3 in the 2012 IECC summarize the
main requirements for the building envelope’s thermal performance
while allowing two prescriptive compliance paths.

Utilizing Table C402.2 is the most commonly followed path. For each
component of the building envelope (i.e., roofs, walls, floors, and
opaque doors), a minimum R factor is specified. Wood framed walls
are unique in the fact that they are the only component that has a
choice of two insulation requirements based on the level of
continuous insulation desired.



Building Envelope Tradeoff Building Envelope Tradeoff

If areas of an assembly cannot meet the prescriptive R values
specified in Table C402.2, then the U factor alternative path can bep , p
followed. This path allows the designer to have portions of each
component of the building envelope exceed the maximum U factor
that’s specified in Table C402.1.2 as long as the area weighted U
factor does notfactor does not.

The thermal performance of opaque door assemblies (doors having
less than 50% glass area) are not differentiated from walls in this
path. The thermal performance requirements of fenestration other
than opaque doors is tabulated in Table C402.3. Area weighted
average U factors are permitted to satisfy the requirements of each
product category listed (i.e., fixed fenestration, operablep g y ( , , p
fenestration, entrance doors and skylights).

Building Envelope Tradeoff Building Envelope Tradeoff

Entrance doors are allowed a higher maximum U factor than other
operable fenestration or swinging opaque doors.

When the performance path is chosen, none of the building
envelope thermal requirements are required to be individually
ti fi dsatisfied.



Building Envelope Air Leakage

Measuring the amount of air leakage through a building envelope is
accomplished with a full building test, where a series of fans is setp g ,
up in an exterior doorway, and the necessary flowrate of air is
measured in order to maintain a specified pressure differential
between the interior and exterior of the building. Full building tests
are rarely performed on commercial construction because simplerare rarely performed on commercial construction because simpler
paths of compliance exist, however it is an option if nontraditional
air barrier materials are used.

Building Envelope Air Leakage

Section C402.4 in the 2012 IECC specifies the mandatory
requirements regarding building air leakage through the thermalq g g g g g
envelope.

Fenestration Assembly Maximum Rate Test ProcedureFenestration Assembly Maximum Rate
(CFM/ft2)

Test Procedure

Windows 0.20
AAMA/WDMA/

CSA101/I.S.2/A440
or

NFRC 400

Sliding Doors 0.20
Swinging Doors 0.20
Skylights – with condensation weepage openings 0.30 NFRC 400
Skylights – all others 0.20
Curtain walls 0.06

NFRC 400
or

ASTM E 283 at 1.57 psf

Storefront glazing 0.06
Glazed swinging entrance doors 1.00
Revolving doors 1.00
Garage doors 0 40 ANSI/DASMA 105,Garage doors 0.40 ANSI/DASMA 105,

NFRC 400, or
ASTM E 283 at 1.57 psf

Rolling doors 1.00

Building Envelope Air Leakage

Except for in Climate Zones 1, 2 and 3, a continuous air barrier is
required for all assemblies that are the thermal barrier of theq
building.

Fenestration assembles are required in all climate zones to meet the
f l f d bl dair infiltration rates specified in IECC Table C402.4.3, as are recessed

lights required to have an air leakage rating of not more than 2.0
cfm when tested in accordance with ASTM E 283.

A full building test will allow a designer to use materials that do not
comply with these prescriptive requirements, however the
completed building must have an air leakage rate less than or equal
t 0 40 f /ft2to 0.40 cfm/ft2.

Building Envelope Air Leakage

ASHRAE 90.1 has similar mandatory requirements for air leakage in
Section 5.4.3, Air Leakage. Differences include a maximum allowable, g
leakage for sliding opaque doors and a lower maximum allowable
leakage rate for rolling doors, as both fall into the category of
nonswinging opaque doors, which have a maximum air leakage rate
of 0 40 CFM/ft2of 0.40 CFM/ft2.

Both the 2012 IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 permit an increase for all
assemblies whose maximum air leakage rate is 0.20 CFM/ft2 to 0.30
CFM/ft2 when tested in accordance with
AAMA/WDMA/CSA101/I.S.2/A440 at 6.24 psf.

ASHRAE 90 1 f th it i i l k t f 0 50 fASHRAE 90.1 further permits a maximum air leakage rate of 0.50 for
skylights with condensation weepage openings when tested to the
same procedure.



Semi Heated Spaces

Buildings with large areas used for storage, warehousing and other
ancillary purposes that do not require space conditioning fory p p q p g
occupant comfort, but do require heating for the protection of
building systems and contents, may be best utilizing ASHRAE 90.1.
ASHRAE 90.1 has a specific designation of semi heated space and
comparable thermal envelope provisions for assemblies associatedcomparable thermal envelope provisions for assemblies associated
with such spaces (Tables 5.5 1 through 5.5 8) that are less rigorous
than those for conditioned spaces.

The 2012 IECC does not distinguish between semi heated spaces
and conditioned spaces, and it treats them identically. The result is
that spaces that would be semi heated under ASHRAE 90.1 have the
full thermal envelope requirements under the 2012 IECC.p q

Lighting Densities

Lighting density is a measure of the amount of energy required to
light a building. It is calculated by dividing the total powerg g y g p
consumption of the lighting systems by the total floor area for an
entire building or a space.

h l h d d b h hThe lighting density requirements are mandatory in both the 2012
IECC and ASHRAE 90.1. Each contains a Space by Space method as
an alternative to the Building Area method.

The Space by Space method allows tradeoffs among spaces
whereas the Building Area method requires that each contiguous
building area type comply on its own with the interior lighting

llpower allowance.

Lighting Densities Fast Food Dining Establishment

Building Area Method

Restroom Area

15 ft x 15 ftSpace by SpaceMethodg
IECC Table C405.5.2(1)

Total Building Area:
55 ft x 30 ft = 1650 ft2

ld

Kitchen Area

15 ft x 35 ft

p y p
IECC Table C405.5.2(2)

Food Preparation Area:
15 ft x 35 ft = 525 ft2
LPD = 1.2 w/ft2

Building Area Type:
Dining: cafeteria/fast food

Lighting power density: 1.4 w/ft2

Lighting Power Allowance:

15 ft x 35 ft

Di i A

Restroom Area:
15 ft x 15 ft = 225 ft2
LPD = 1.0 w/ft2

Dining Area:Lighting Power Allowance:
1.4 w/ft2 x 1650 ft2 = 2310 watts

Dining Area

20 ft x 15 ft
+

Dining Area:
20 ft x 15 ft + 20 ft x 30 ft= 900 ft2

LPD = 1.4 w/ft2

Lighting Power Allowance:
1.2 w/ft2x 525 ft2 = 630 watts

20 ft x 30 ft1.0 w/ft2 x 225 ft2 = 225 watts
1.4 w/ft2 x 900 ft2 = 1260 watts

= 2115watts

Onsite Renewable Energy

Incorporating onsite renewable energy into a project can pay dividends
whether a design is pursued from a prescriptive path or the performance
thpath.

Prescriptive
Section C406.4 specifies that the total minimum ratings of onsitep g
renewable energy systems be the lesser of

1850 watts
0.5 watts per ft2 of conditioned floor area
3% of the energy used within the building for building mechanical3% of the energy used within the building for building mechanical
and service water heating and lighting regulated in Chapter 4 of the
IECC.

In a building with tenant spaces, supplying the on site renewable energyIn a building with tenant spaces, supplying the on site renewable energy
for the entire building that is compliant with IECC Section C406.4 allows
the individual tenant spaces to automatically be compliant with Section
C406.



Onsite Renewable Energy

Performance
Performance Paths in both the IECC and ASHRAE 90 1 allow energyPerformance Paths in both the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 allow energy
from non depletable sources collected on site to be omitted from
the annual energy cost of the proposed design.
Mandatory sections of the code still need to be followed.

Many above code programs also award credit for on site renewable
energy.

Examples of on site renewable energy include solar photovoltaic
and thermal, wind, geothermal heating and electric, biomass,
biogas, low impact hydro electric, and wave/tidal power.g , p y , / p

Daylighting

The IECC defines a daylight zone as the following:

DAYLIGHT ZONE.
1. Under skylights. The area under skylights whose horizontal dimension,
in each direction, is equal to the skylight dimension in that direction plus
either the floor to ceiling height or the dimension to a ceiling heightg g g g
opaque partition, or one half the distance to adjacent skylights or vertical
fenestration, whichever is least.
2. Adjacent to vertical fenestration. The area adjacent to vertical
fenestration which receives daylight through the fenestration. For

f thi d fi iti d l d t il d l i i id dpurposes of this definition and unless more detailed analysis is provided,
the daylight zone depth is assumed to extend into the space a distance of
15 feet (4572 mm) or to the nearest ceiling height opaque partition,
whichever is less. The daylight zone width is assumed to be the width of
the window plus 2 feet (610 mm) on each side, or the window width plusp ( ) , p
the distance to an opaque partition, or the window width plus one half
the distance to adjacent skylight or vertical fenestration, whichever is
least.

Daylighting
In the 2012 IECC,
daylight zones extend
2 feet past the edges
of the vertical
fenestration and to a
depth of 15 ft or to the
nearest ceiling height

15 ft

2 ftnearest ceiling height
partition. ASHRAE
90.1 calls the areas
next to vertical

2 ft

fenestration primary
sidelighted areas and
has a similar definition,
however the depth of

Opaque Partition
however the depth of
the area is equal to the
window head height or
to vertical obstructions
5 f hi h5 feet or higher.

Daylighting

Minimum daylighting areas and automatic controls can play a role in
permitting increased fenestration and skylight area (IECC Sectionsp g y g (
C402.3.1.1/2) and increased skylight solar heat gain coefficients
(SHGC) and U factors (IECC Sections C402.3.3.3/4), however there
are requirements that must be met in any daylight zone.



Daylighting

Requirements
With the exception of zones enclosed by walls containing two orWith the exception of zones enclosed by walls containing two or
fewer light fixtures, daylight zones are to be designed such that they
do not exceed 2,500 ft2, with lights in each zone being controlled
independently of general area lighting through the use of manual or
automatic controlsautomatic controls.

Automatic daylighting controls must be capable of continuous or
stepped dimming in response to available daylight to 35% of thestepped dimming in response to available daylight to 35% of the
design power (IECC Section C405.2.2.3.2). Contiguous daylight zones
adjacent to vertical fenestration are permitted to be controlled by a
single controlling device, however daylight zones under skylights
more than 15 ft from the building perimeter must be controlledmore than 15 ft from the building perimeter must be controlled
separately from daylight zones adjacent to vertical fenestration.

Skylights

Skylights are defined in the IECC as any glazing material installed at
less than 60 degrees from horizontal.

When following the prescriptive path in the IECC, skylight area is
limited to 5% of the gross roof area when automatic daylighting
controls are installed in the daylight zones under the skylights.y g y g
When manual daylighting controls are used, the skylight area is
limited to 3%.

Default U factors and SHGCs for skylights are specified in SectionDefault U factors and SHGCs for skylights are specified in Section
C303.1.3, and the maximum values permitted by Climate Zone are
specified in Table C402.3.

If a designer wants the gross roof area to be more than 5% skylightsIf a designer wants the gross roof area to be more than 5% skylights,
then the performance path of compliance needs to be pursued.

Skylights

Enclosed spaces of certain occupancies located directly under a roof,
greater than 10,000 ft2, and having ceiling heights over 15 ft areg , , g g g
required to have at least 50% of the floor area of the space as a
daylight zone. For buildings located in Climate Zones other than 6 –
8, which are not subject to this requirement, designers should
familiarize themselves with the details of IECC Section C402 3 2familiarize themselves with the details of IECC Section C402.3.2
including additional details and exceptions.

Conclusion

Wood construction offers advantages in terms of cost, design
versatility and sustainability, and it easily meets the rigorousy y, y g
requirements of the 2012 IECC. The proper design and construction
of the building envelope is only one piece of a code compliant and
energy efficient building, however it sets the stage for the efficient
performance of the building over its entire lifetimeperformance of the building over its entire lifetime.



Q ti ?Questions?

This concludes TheThis concludes The
American Institute of
Architects Continuing
Ed i SEducation Systems
Course Andrew S. Klein, P.E.

A S Kl i E i i PLLCA S Klein Engineering, PLLC
andrew@asklein.com


